




● Nearly 20 years in the tech industry
● Competitive intelligence for 10 years
● Notable companies:

○ Apttus/Conga
○ VMware
○ Gartner
○ GE Digital
○ Hitachi
○ Wind River
○ Cisco

● Education:
○ BA: Brigham Young University- Provo
○ MBA: Saint Mary’s College of CA
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Core Competencies Competency Definition Associated Interview Questions

Digital dexterity Has to be resourceful and a self-starter.  Must 
be able to adapt through ambiguity and deliver 
results.  Ability to be ethical but tenacious of 
gathering competitive information.

How do you overcome obstacles?  How do you problem-solve? 

How do you react in time-sensitive situations?  Can you deliver in 24 
hours?

Can you adjust to constant change?  How do you accept change for your 
role?

Competitive acumen Ability to gather competitive data from a wide 
variety of people, tools and social media.  To be 
informed always and lead in how to displace the 
competition.

How do you gather competitive intelligence?  Where do you start?
Have you ever been frustrated in not locating competitive information?  
What did you do in those situations?

Calculated risk taking The ability to make uncommon connections to 
enable decisions.  Not be afraid to use intuition 
and follow leads with incomplete competitive 
data.

Share a time when you took limited information and made a gut decision? 
How did you make the decision, and why? 
Would you make the same decision again? 
How do you collaborate?  What is your style?

Collaborative influencer A trend setter in collaborating with all types of 
people from different departments.  Ability to 
build a competitive network of agents that can 
provide competitive information.

What are the steps you would take in the first six months to ensure 
synergies with other organizations across the company? What KPI metric 
would you suggest to measure on collaboration?

Deliverables Ability to create deliverables on a quick and 
timely matter.

How do you create competitive intelligence deliverables?  Are you able to 
put together a competitive intelligence homework?  



Sample Key Performance Indicators

# of Sales Calls/Visits Win Rate Percentage

# of Document Downloads Customer Retention/Net Promoter Score

$ of Deals Competitive Involved # of Competitive Requests

# of Competitive Deals Involved Reliability and Actionability of Competitive

# of Competitive Document Published Average revenue displaced per CI analyst

# of Competitive Deals Involved # of Deals Won

# of Competitive Training Win/Loss Output

# of Special Projects Involved # of Kudos Received

ROI from Competitive Lab Competitive Sentiment Score 0-5 score
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